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,apiuqerA a enitsuguA tniaS fo and the economy of the Graduate Institute of International Studies, also in Geneva. [24] His younger brother is Lvaro in the Peruvian diplomatic body in Lima, New York City and Geneva and was in second to the United Nations in 1982. He retired from the UN in 2007 with the title of assistant Undersecretary General; He was the last position of him as a special UN coordinator for the
peace process in the Middle East. After post-graduate studies, he worked as an economist for the general agreement on customs rates and trade, precursor of the World Trade Organization, as president of the Committee of the Organization of Copper Exporters, CEO of Universal Engineering Corporation and a principal of the Swiss Bank Corporation. [23] [26] The foundation of the Institute for Libertã and
Democracy De Soto returned to Peru on behalf of investors of the Placer d'Oro in 1979. On the return of Soto in 1979, he met Friedrich Hayek, a supporter of the free market that contributes to Create the Mont Pelerin Society. [27] Hayek, who tried to promote neoliberalism through a network of "second -hand merchants", choosing De Soto. After making the connections with Hayek, De Soto knew Sir Antony Fisher,
a British businessman who created the Atlas Network, a group of non -profit freedom umbrella who has consolidated funds and research from businesses in the United States and in Europe to create neoliberal organizations in developing countries. [27] With the help and financing of Fisher and Atlas Network, De Soto created the institute for freedom and democracy (ILD) in 1981, one of the first neoliberal
organizations in Latin America. [16] [27] De Soto would then declare "Anthony gave us enormous quantities of information and advice on how to organize himself. ... he was based on his vision li rep "eramertlo'd erotidnev" nu emoc otoS eD ottircsed ah semiT kroY weN lI .08' inna ilged isirc allad ettodorp ehcimonoce inoitseuq el erevlosir rep otoS eD id aznetsissa'l eseihc otiuges ni iromijuF am ,0991 len asolL
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leN ]72[ ." DLI'lled arutturts al otattegorp omaibbA by Alberto Fujimori in 1990, writing that he represented the government when he met with creditors and representatives of the United States. [5] Others have nicknamed de Soto as "informal" for Fujimori.[8] In a recommendation to Fujimori, de Soto called for a "shock" to Peru's economy.[8] De Soto convinced then-president Fujimori to travel to New York City in a
meeting organized by the Peruvian Javier PÃ©Ârez de CuÃ©Âllar, secretary general of the United Nations, where they met with the heads of the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, and the Inter-American Development Bank, who convinced him to follow the guidelines for economic policy set by the international financial institutions.[8][30] The policies included a 300 percent tax increase, unregulated
prices and privatizing two-hundred and fifty state-owned entities.[8] The policies of de Soto caused macroeconomic stability and a reduction in the rate of inflation, though Peru's poverty rate remained largely unchanged with over half of the population living in poverty in 1998.[6][8][31] Peru would not see increased growth until the 2000s commodities boom.[32][33] University of Chicago political scientist Susan C.
Stokes believes that de Soto's influence helped change the policies of Fujimori from a Keynesian to a neoliberal approach.[citation needed] De Soto also inspired Fujimori's anti-drug initiatives.[23] The Cato Institute and The Economist magazine have argued that de Soto's policy prescriptions brought him into conflict with and eventually helped to undermine the Shining Path (Sendero Luminoso) guerrilla movement.
By granting titles to small coca farmers in the two main coca-growing areas, they argued that the Shining Path was deprived of safe havens, recruits and money, and the leadership was forced to cities where they were arrested.[34][35] Attacks were launched against the ILD and de Soto in light of the statements by Shining Path leader Abimael GuzmÃ¡Ân, who saw ILD as a threat.[36][37] Land title initiative Between
1992 and 1994, de Soto's ILD piloted a land title program to formally register 200,000 Peruvian households and two Subsequently, he expanded the program to Lima and seven other metropolitan areas that held ninety percent of the developments of informal homes within the Peru [27] The program ended in 2004 with the registration of 1.4 million families and 920,000 land titles. [27] Contrary to De Soto's

statements, the Terrestrial Title Project did not provide changes to the access of credit to the poor Peruvians. [27] [38] The ILD figures reported that the owners of houses also saw their hours at the work of the seventeen percent, while working at home it decreased by 40 % and the juvenile work was reduced to the twenty -eight percent, with The group that stated that the last two statistics were due to the owners of
houses and their children are not more required to defend their homes from the kidnapping. [27] According to Timothy Mitchell, the results of the ILD were "non -plausible" for the conclusion was already framed by the ILD, the neighborhoods were already collective with limited property conflicts and those included in the project were already pursuing a job beyond outside their homes when they have chosen to be
involved. [27] Following the results, the ILD would move away from access to credit and promotes an increase in working hours between formal landowners. [27] The resignation and sentence of Fujimori de Soto resigned from his position as "personal representative of the president" in January 1992, two months before the 1992 Peruvian coup d'état, and condemned the reasons for Fujimori influenced by the director
of the 'National Intelligence Service Vladimiro Montesinos, which hints at the signs of corruption. In he's letter, he questioned "the validity of the anti-pharmaco agreement" adopted by Fujimori. He declared his reasons for him to resign because of the "drug trafficking within the state that sabots the efforts Fight against drugs "and, according to reports, due to differences with Montesinos. [39] both Montesinos and
Fujimori would subsequently be incriminated for corruption and e e of human rights. Two months after De Soto resigned, Fujimori launched a self-coup that De Soto Ridannò as "stupid, unproductive and clearly unconstitutional". [40] According to De Soto, a month after the coup d'état the Minister of Economy Carlos Boloã ± a contact De Soto in despair, after dozens of countries economically sanctioned the however
cutting it from investments and credit in response to the non -democratic event. Boloã ± a rested from his ministerial place, and De Soto finally moved to the top of the organization of the United States of 1992 to the Bahamas with Fujimori and prompted him to accept democratic elections to prevent another macroeconomic crisis. [41] International Washington Consensus De Soto policy was a main contribution to
the Washington consensus, a series of ten economic prescription requirements established by the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Bank and the United States Treasury Department towards Economic crisis countries. [16] [42] Neoliberal economists in the United States used De Soto's arguments as a way to promote consent. [16] The English economist John Williamson, who contains the term
"Washington Consensus", in part accredited De Soto for the prescriptions, saying that him was "the result of the world intellectual trends that Latin America has provided ". [16] For the presidents of the United States Ronald Reagan and George H. W. Bush, according to Kate Geohegan of the Davis Center of the University of Harvard for Russian and Eurasian studies, "Soto's ideas have offered a new convincing
picture to explain the problem of the economic underdevelopment that seemed to affirm the wisdom of neoliberal policies such as the adaptation of loans ". The consensus brought with a middle class to Latin America which caused the dissatisfaction of neoliberalism, a turning point left and populist political leaders in the late 90s; In Bolivia, support for Evo Morales has been established. [43] [44] North American free
trade (NAFTA) agreement at the time of his signature, De Soto expressed support for the creation of the North American free trade agreement (NAFTA). [17] When he announced NAFTA at the annual meeting of the Board of Directors of the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank Group on September 27, 1989, President George H. W. Bush - who had adopted De Soto's work for the United States foreign
policy towards economies developing countries [16] ã ¢ â‚¬ â € œLod de Soto for having contributed to inspiring free trade. [19] In his speech that announced NAFTA during the 1989 meeting, Bush declared: [19] [20] all over the world, there was an almost simultaneous rediscovery of the power created when individuals receive the freedom to act in one's interest. ... true, we are here today mainly to discuss
economic liberty. ... The Peruvian economist, Hernando De Soto, helped us understand a world economic phenomenon. ... if you leave the government alone, people around the world organize their lives in considerably similar ways. De Soto's prescription offers a clear and promising alternative to economic stagnation in Latin America and other parts of the world. ... all our nations have the responsibility of
guaranteeing a fair and open trading system. According to De Soto in 1993, "the virtues of a modern society" were introduced in Latin America following NAFTA. [17] He later said in 2001 that the economy and institution of Mexico would progress because of the NAFTA, concluding "all poor countries are grouped together and all the rich countries are grouped together; there is imitation effect ". [45] Consultative
work Hernando De Soto e Gaddafi in 2008 after Libya signed a contract with the Institute for Liberty and Democracy following its foundation in Peru, De Soto's Institute, The ILD, worked in dozens ofState leaders in over 35 countries have sought LDI services to discuss how ILD theories on property rights could potentially improve their economies. [46] After the split with Fujimori, he and his institute designed
similar programs in El Salvador, Haiti, Tanzania, and Egypt and worked alongside the World Bank, although the institute did not support for ground-titled programs and instead promoted longer hours of work. [27] De Soto has received criticism for having relations with controversial political leaders such as Alberto Fujimori and Libyan President Muammar Gheddafi, with de Soto responding to such statements by
saying "I recommended dictators, but that is irrelevant." [47] In 2006, de Soto served as the personal representative of President Alan García, and negotiated the Peruvian-United States Free Trade Agreement after 11 rounds of negotiation. In 2009, the IDP turned its attention to Peru and the situation of indigenous peoples of the Peruvian Amazon jungle. In response to the appeal of President García to all Peruvians
to submit their proposals to solve the problems leading to bloody accidents in Bagua, the LDI assessed the situation and presented its preliminary results. ILD has published a short documentary, The Mystery of Capital among the Indigenous Peoples of the Amazon, summarizing its results from indigenous communities in Alaska, Canada and the Peruvian jungle. [48] After working with his father Alberto, de Soto
joined Keiko Fujimori with his campaigns for the 2011 and 2016 general elections when Fujimori committed to implementing Soto's proprietary rights reforms. [10] [11] In an interview during the first campaign ok Keiko Fujimori, he also stated that the death of Osama bin Laden was reached thanks to the titling of the earth, a concept that egnahC egnahC otadidnac li rep inaivurep i etnemarud otacitirc ah ,ralupoP
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of the suagent, worts salm , kucka I see" , 12-Labome , 12 , 12 kubɔ, 12 12 12 124 ). 14, 2020, De Soto shared an alleged secret survey in the Beto Ortiz show to Willax Televisiã³n. That survey ranked it first. De Soto spoke in the interview that: "The way in which this (the corpses) comes to us because people very close to the state apparatus seems to have been outraged to the huge difference between the surveys
they manage." [54] In January 2021 a strike was presented which believed that the GO On Country electoral court had not been formed correctly. This strike was declared unfounded by Jee. [55] Another strike was presented against him by a citizen, because he underlines that Hernando De Soto "entered the academic training section of the curriculum, which has the academic degree 'Demi Patent En Sciences
Economiques' assigned by the 'University of Geneva, which would have been obtained in 1964. "But this degree or title is not recorded with Sunedu, they declare false information and must be excluded from the application. [56] [57] On February 24, 2021, following an approach to recommend Francisco Sagasti on the Pandemia Covid-19 management in Peru, De Soto announced the first Peruvian shadow cabinet.
Mainly composed of its country technical team, the main purpose of the opposition cabinet is to offer an alternative so that the government to compete and apply during the crisis. [58] [59] De Soto rejected the exclusion of Rafael Lã³pez Aliaga, an electoral rival in the 2021 elections, for which he appeared to the demonstration of his followers on the outskirts of the Jne, in which Lopez Aliaga was, who praised him.
[60] De Soto was captured in controversy that surrounded Vacunagate, a scandal in which the political disputes in peru could be vaccinated against Covid-19 in advance. [61] He initially denied having received a Covid-19 vaccine "from any Peruvian", even if later it was reported that id id esimorp otoS ed ilaiznediserp itittabid i etnaruD ]26[]16[ .otaniccav eresse rep itinU itatS ilgen etlov eud otalov With the United
Nations to prevent them from entering "foreigners" criminals or poor, stating that "they let their governments take care of them, we will deal with ours". [62] He proposed to reform the education of the most for less foreign assignment and increase the health budget. [63] In the end, De Soto ranked fourth in an atomized race of 18 appointed. [12] [13] [14] [15] The main thesis is the main message of De Soto's work
and writings is that no nation can have a strong market economy without an adequate participation in an information framework that records the property of the property and other economic information. [64] Untered and unregistered economic activity translates into many small entrepreneurs who do not have the legal ownership of their own property, making it difficult for them to obtain credit, sell the activity or
expand. They cannot seek legal remedies for commercial conflicts in court, since they do not have legal ownership. The lack of income information prevents governments from collecting taxes and acting for public well -being. The existence of this enormous exclusion generates two parallel, legal and extra -legal economies. A minority of ã Lite enjoys the economic benefits of the law and globalization, while most
entrepreneurs are blocked in the poverty, where their activities - are added up to over 10 trillions of dollars all over the world - they languish how Dead capital in the shadow of the law. [65] To survive, protect their resources and to make as many business as possible, Extragals create their own rules. But these local agreements are full of deficiencies and are not easily applicable, Extragals also create their social,
political and economic problems that affect society in general. From the fall of the Berlin Wall, the nations responsible for The developing world have worked hard to move on to a market economy, but in general they failed. [66] Populist leaders used this failure of the free market system In the developing world to beat their "anti-globalization" drums. But the ID believes that the real enemy is within the unfailing legal
systems of developing nations that make it practically impossible for most of their people and their activities - to gain market participation. People in these countries have talent, enthusiasm and a surprising ability to rub a profit practically nothing." [65] What the poor majority in the developing world does not have is easy access to the legal system that, in the advanced nations of the world and for the elite in their
countries, is the gateway to economic success, since it is in the legal system The property documents are created and standardized according to the law. This documentation creates a public memory that allows the company to engage in crucial economic activities such as identifying and obtaining access to information about individuals, their assets, their titles, rights, expenses and obligations; establish the limits of
responsibility for enterprises; know the previous economic situation of a resource; Ensure the protection of third parties; and quantify and evaluate goods and rights. [67] These public memory mechanisms in turn facilitate opportunities such as access to credit, the establishment of identification systems, the creation of systems for credit and insurance information, the provision for housing and infrastructures, the
issue of shares, the ownership mortgage and a host of other economic activities that lead a modern market economy. [68] Work and research Since 2008, De Soto has perfected his thesis on the importance of property rights to development in response to the conclusions of his organization that a number of new global threats have "distortions for property rights" at their root. In the wise, which isFrom the beginning
of 2009 to 2012 in the media in the United States and in Europe, De Soto claimed that the reason why the United States and the European economies were were in in recession was the result of a "knowledge crisis" not a financial one.[69][70][71][72][73] He has termed housing assets as "dead capital," in his papers on household ownership and deeds.[74] "Capitalism lives in two worlds," De Soto wrote in the
Financial Times in January 2012. "There is the visible one of palm trees and Panamanian ships, but it is the other ¢ÃÂÂ made up of the property information cocooned in laws and records ¢ÃÂÂ that allows us to organize and understand fragments of reality and join them creatively."[75] De Soto argued that the knowledge in those public memory systems, which "helped Capitalism triumph," was distorted over the past
15 years or so. "Until this knowledge system is repaired," he wrote, "neither US nor European capitalism will recover."[76] In another series of articles that appeared in US and Europe in 2011, de Soto used the findings of ILD field research in Egypt, Tunisia and Libya to make his case for "the economic roots of the Arab Spring."[77][78][79] The ongoing Arab revolutions, he argued, were "economic revolutions"
driven mainly by the frustrations of 200 million ordinary Arabs who depended on the informal economy for their livelihoods.[78][79] He pointed to the ILD's earlier 2004 findings in Egypt, which revealed the nation's largest employer with 92% of the property in the informal economy ¢ÃÂÂ assets worth almost $247 billion.[77][80] Also, as proof of the extent of desperation among MENA¢ÃÂÂs entrepreneurs, he
elaborated ILD's exclusive research on Mohamed Bouazizi, the Tunisian street vendor whose public self-immolation in protest of the expropriation of his goods and scale literally sparked the Jasmine Revolution in Tunisia, which spread unrest through the Arab world.[81][82][83] After losing core funding from USAID, ILD laid off the majority of their employees from their San Isidro office. In 2014¢ÃÂÂ2015, de Soto
and a small team working out of his house began to attempt guide the political process in Peru, as presidential elections were due to take place in 2016, by finding solutions to the ongoing national mining crisis. De Soto has been a strong advocate for the formalisation of the informal miners that are scattered throughout Peru.[84][85] Since 2014, several large national investment projects, including Las Bambas, and
Tia Maria have been disrupted by violent protests by informal miners against government regulation and formal extractive industries.[86] In July 2015, de Soto alleged that former Shining Path militants who have taken up the ecological cause were paralyzing some $70 billion in mining investment in Peru.[87] Furthermore, recorded video debates between the former extremists and de Soto were published on ILD's
YouTube channel and revealed that the Shining Path militants agree that property rights could be an important part of the solution to social conflicts in Peru.[88] De Soto's stated goal is to determine the roots of informal hostility against multinationals and identify what is needed to build a national social contract on extractive industries that could harmonize their property interests with those of multinationals as
opposed to creating conflict.[87] De Soto applies thesis to terrorism In October 2014, de Soto published an article in The Wall Street Journal, "The Capitalist Cure for Terrorism", that stated an aggressive agenda for economic empowerment was needed in the Middle East in order to defeat terrorist groups like ISIL. He argued that the U.S. should promote an agenda similar to what was successfully used in Peru to
defeat the Shining Path in the 1990s.[89] He also mentions in the article that local policymakers in the Middle East are missing the fact that if ordinary people cannot play the game legally, they will be far less able to resist a terrorist offensive. The article received praise among high-level global Right-Wing politicians such as US anU ]101[ ]001[ .itaigufir ied ilabolg isirc ella enoizulos emoc ocisseM li emoc iseap ni
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ehc ,rorreT no raW eht niW ot woH ,olocitra odnoces ous li otacilbbup ah otoS eD ,6102 oianneg a atlov anu arocnA ]19[ ]09[ .hsuB beJ e luaP dnaR itadidnaC Afterwards, De Soto published a second article in Fortune magazine that addresses the Republican presidential candidate of the Pope and the United States Donald Trump. a wall on the Mexican-USA border. The article titled, What Pope Francis Should Really
Say to Donald Trump, conveys five property rights related thoughts that the Pope should use to respond to Trump.[102] The article led to many different opinion articles featured in conservative outlets such as Breitbart and Investors Business Daily.[103][104] Blockchain work In May 2015, de Soto attended the 1st Annual Block Chain Summit hosted by British billionaire Richard Branson at his private Caribbean
residence, Necker Island.[105][106] De Soto was one of three moderators, along with Michael J. Casey, former Wall Street Journal senior columnist and Matthew Bishop, editor at The Economist. Advocates of blockchain technology argue that it is well-suited to acting as a public ledger to help achieve de Soto's objective of formalising the informally-held property rights of groups like the indigenous peoples of Peru.
[107][108][109][110][111] De Soto presented a property application of Bitcoin to Sheikh Nahyan bin Mubarak Al Nahyan of the United Arab Emirates and financial authorities of Abu Dhabi at a second Blockchain summit held in Abu Dhabi in 2015.[112] Reception Ideology De Soto's promotion of liberalism in developing countries has faced criticism as supporting the exploitation of poorer nations.[113][114] Social
scientist Joseph Hanlon described De Soto as "an economist of the far right" and that "the risk that people will be thrown off their land is fundamental to De Soto's system of bringing capitalism to the poor", summarizing that landlessness for some impoverished individuals "is intrinsic to his strategy".[115] The Guardian described de Soto as "a radical free-market economist".[116] Geohegan states that the United
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demahsan rieht ni seil yletamitlu latimpoleved dna ceiminenoce ,la integration, increased economic efficiency, increased tax revenue, and greater equality.[126] Reception from scholars Empirical studies by Argentine economists Sebastian Galiani and Ernesto Schargrodsky found a modest relationship between titling and credit market access (contradicting de Soto's research), but have also pointed out that families
with titles "substantially increased housing investment, reduced household size, and improved the education of their children relative to the control group".[127][128] In a 2012 book by Yale University political science methodologist Thad Dunning, he argues that Galiani and Schargrodsky's studies provide "highly credible" claims because the studies rely on true randomization, whereas De Soto's study did not (and is
thus vulnerable to confounding variables).[129] "De Soto¢ÃÂÂs proposal is not wealth transfer, but wealth legalization. The poor of the world already possess trillions in assets now. De Soto is not distributing capital to anyone. By making them liquid, everyone¢ÃÂÂs capital pool grows dramatically".[130] While analysing Schaefer's arguments, Roy writes, "de Soto¢ÃÂÂs ideas are seductive precisely because they only
guarantee the latter, but in doing so promise the former".[131][132] Robert J. Samuelson has argued against what he sees as de Soto's "single bullet" approach and has argued for a greater emphasis on culture and how local conditions affect people's perceptions of their opportunities.[133] In the Journal of Economic Literature, Christopher Woodruff of the University of California, San Diego criticized de Soto for
overestimating the amount of wealth that land titling now informally owned property could unlock, and argues that "de Soto's own experience in Peru suggests that land titling by itself is not likely to have much effect. Titling must be followed by a series of politically challenging steps. Improving the efficiency of judicial systems, rewriting codes, restructuring financial market regulations, and similar reforms will
involve much more difficult choices by policymakers."[134][135] Reception from governmental officials The argument for private and often individualist property regime comes under the question of societal legitimacy, may not be justified even if de Soto eyes bringing a unified system in a state or unification with the global economy.[130] His work has also received praise from two United Nations secretaries general
Kofi Annan ¢ÃÂÂ "Hernando de Soto is absolutely right, that we need to rethink how we capture economic growth and development"[136] ¢ÃÂÂ and Javier PÃ©Ârez de CuÃ©Âllar ¢ÃÂÂ "A crucial contribution. A new proposal for change that is valid for the whole world."[137] UN Special Rapporteur on the right to food, Olivier De Schutter, has questioned the insistence on titling as a means to protect security of
tenure based on the risk that titling will undermine customary forms of tenure and insufficiently protect the rights of land users that depend on the commons, as well as the fear that titling schemes may lead to further reconcentration of land ownership, unless strong support is provided to smallholders.[citation needed] A study commissioned by DFID, an agency of the U.K. government, further summarized many of
the complications arising from implementing de Soto's policy recommendations when insufficient attention is paid to the local social context.[138] Reception from activists Grassroots controlled and directed shack dwellers movements like Abahlali baseMjondolo in South Africa and the Homeless Workers' Movement (Movimento dos Trabalhadores Sem Teto ¢ÃÂÂ MTST) in Brazil[139][140] have strenuously argued
against individual titling and for communal and democratic systems of collective land tenure because this offers protection to the poorest and prevents 'downward raiding' in which richer people displace squatters once their neighborhoods i rep otoS eD otacitirc ehcna ah siovarG nhoJ atsilanroig lI ]841[ .itnetop ied erovaf a oiziduigerp ous led avorp emoc otoS eD id enoizapucco'lled airots al otatic aH .atazzilabolg
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el ossomorp onnah etsirebiloen inoizazzinagro e ehcitilop inoizacilbbuP .otazzilamrof ties with power circles, exemplified by his participation in the Davos World Economic Forum. In response, he said de Soto Soto that this proximity to power would help de Soto educate the elites about poverty. Ivan Osorio of the Competitive Enterprise Institute has argued against Gravois's allegations, claiming that Gravois has
misinterpreted many of de Soto's recommendations.[149] Awards and accolades Time magazine chose De Soto as one of the five leading Latin American innovators of the century in its special May 1999 issue "Leaders of the New Millennium", and included him among the 100 most influential people in the world in 2004.[150] De Soto was also listed as one of the 15 innovators "who will reinvent your future" according
to Forbes magazine's 85th anniversary edition.[151] In January 2000, Entwicklung und Zusammenarbeit, the German development magazine, described de Soto as one of the most important development theoreticians.[152] De Soto has been nominated for the Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences several times for his work on dead capital, and was a finalist for the award in 2002.[153] In October 2005, over 20,000
readers of Prospect magazine of the UK and Foreign Policy magazine of the U.S. ranked him as number 13 on the joint survey of the world's Top 100 Public Intellectuals Poll.[citation needed] In October 2016, de Soto was honored with the Brigham-Kanner Property Rights Prize, awarded by the William & Mary Law School during the 13th Annual Brigham-Kanner Property Rights Conference, in recognition of his
tireless advocacy of property rights reform as a tool to alleviate global poverty.[154] Among the prizes he has received are:[23][26] 1990 The Fisher Prize from the Atlas Network 1995 The Freedom Prize (Switzerland) 2002 The Goldwater Award (USA) Adam Smith Award from the Association of Private Enterprise Education (USA) The CARE Canada Award for Outstanding Development Thinking (Canada) 2003
Received the Downey Fellowship at Yale University The Democracy Hall of Fame International Award from the National Graduate University 2004 The Templeton Freedom Prize (USA) The Milton Friedman Prize for Advancing Liberty (USA)[34] The Royal Decoration of the Most Admirable Order of the Direkgunabhorn, 5th Class, (Thailand) 2005 An honorary Doctor of Letters from the University of Buckingham
(United Kingdom), The Americas Award (USA) Was named the Most Outstanding of 2004 for Economic Development at Home and Abroad by the Peruvian National Assembly of Rectors The Prize of Deutsche Stiftung Eigentum for exceptional contributions to the theory of property rights The 2004 IPAE Award by the Peruvian Institute of Business Administration The Academy of Achievement's Golden Plate Award
2005 (USA) in tribute to his outstanding accomplishments The BearingPoint, Forbes magazine's seventh Compass Award for Strategic Direction Was named as a "Fellow of the Class of 1930" by Dartmouth College. 2006 The 2006 Bradley Prize for outstanding achievement by the Bradley Foundation.[155] The 2006 Innovation Award (Social and Economic Innovation) from The Economist magazine (December 2, 2006)
for the promotion of property rights and economic development.[156] 2007 The Poder BCG Business Awards 2007, granted by Poder Magazine and the Boston Consulting Group, for the "Best Anti-Poverty Initiative" The anthology Die ZwÃ¶Âlf Wichtigsten ÃÂkonomen der Welt (The World's Twelve Most Influential Economists, 2007), included a profile of de Soto among a list that begins with Adam Smith and includes
such recent winners of the Nobel Prize in Economics as Joseph Stiglitz and Amartya Sen. The 2007 Humanitarian Award in recognition of his work to help poor people participate in the market economy. 2009 Honorary patron of the University Philosophical Society of Trinity College, Dublin for having excelled in public life and made a worthy contribution to society. The inaugural Hernando de Soto Award for
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